The Pinnacle of Life – Chapter 1061
Roar!

Infuriated, the old demon let out a loud roar and stomped his foot fiercely. “The ancestor of the Demonic
Blood, grant me power!”

Suddenly, he spat out a round, bloody pearl from his mouth. When the pearl appeared, those wraith puppets
scurried over to scramble into the bloody pearl like tadpoles that had found their mother.

At the same time, the mysterious bead within Alex’s upper energy core jolted. It seemed like it was highly
attracted to the bloody pearl.

Without Alex doing anything, an unparalleled energy undulated on it.

Buzz!

The entire Amaryllis Tower was swept away by this power.

The old demon opened up his mouth and was about to swallow the bloody pearl that had absorbed all the
wraiths. To his surprise, the crimson glow on the bloody pearl suddenly darkened after that energy jolt. Earlier,
there was a monstrous demonic energy on it but now half of the energy was gone all of a sudden.

Buzz! Buzz!

Immediately afterwards, the bead in Alex’s upper energy core made two more consecutive jolts. Clearly, it
was because of the bloody pearl.

With the three energy shocks, the crimson glow and the demonic energy on the bloody pearl had completely
vanished, turning into a light golden pearl.

“What’s going on?” The old demon was stunned.

That pearl was a holy artifact that was left behind by the previous cult leader of the Blood Cult, the ancestor
of the Blood Cult. It was also an embodiment of his entire cultivation. He had spent his entire lifetime
cultivating this bloody pearl. It was even more important than his own life.

However, the demonic energy that he had been cultivating for decades on this bloody pearl had vanished
without a trail. More importantly, how did the bloody pearl turn into a golden pearl?

It did not make sense at all!

In the next moment, the golden pearl actually shot right into Alex’s upper energy core with a ‘whoosh’ and
was captured after being attracted by the mysterious bead in his upper energy core.

“My bloody demonic pearl!”

The old demon spat out a mouthful of blood.

Alex was astonished as well. The bead in his upper energy core could actually hunt by itself, by directly
snatching other’s treasure over as its own.

Through his internal vision, he saw that the golden pearl was smaller than the black bead by half. They were
right next to each other. The black bead was consuming the golden pearl and fused with it quickly. Following
the slowly disappearing golden pearl, the old demon spat out even more blood. He still seemed full of energy
earlier. In the blink of an eye, he had turned into a dying man.

Alex walked over step by step and said, “Old thing, you’ve killed so many people and absorbed so much blood
and flesh. Have you ever thought about an ending like this at that time?”

The old demon kneeled on the ground.

That bloody pearl was the treasure of his life. He had spent most of his life cultivating it in his body, so pearl
was connected to his life a long time ago. Now that the bloody pearl was being consumed, his life force was
drained rapidly as well.

Even if he did not die, his vitality would be greatly damaged.

He wiped off the blood on his mouth. “Young man, my Blood Cult is eternal and indestructible. My disciples
are all around the world. You all shall pay for the price!”

He gave Alex a deadly stare as he formed a seal with his both hands. His pitch black eyes turned into bloodied
pupils as if fire were burning it.

Alex could see his own shadow through his pupils.

“Hahaha! Young man, you have been marked by my Bloodthirsty Demonic Pupils. The rest of the Blood Cult
will look for you soon!”

“The Blood Cult is eternal and indestructible. With my blood, I’ll sacrifice my eternal life!”

